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The content in this book is written by Grown Strong LLC. The information is designed to help
individuals learn more about fitness to make progress towards their health and fitness
goals. It is not specifically tailored to suit any health problems that could be aggravated by a
specific exercise. If you are an individual with such problems, please seek a certified health
professional.

The materials and content contained in Grown Strong 4-Week Fitness Guide are for
general health improvement recommendations only and are not intended to be
a substitute for professional medical advice, diagnosis or treatment. Although in
depth information about exercise is given, users of this specific guide should not
rely exclusively on information provided in this program for their own health needs
as it is branded as a set of “guidelines” aimed at a broad-spectrum audience
(market specified in introduction). All specific medical questions should be
presented to your own health care professional.

Grown Strong LLC should not be held liable for the interpretation or use of the
information provided. Grown Strong LLC makes no warranties or representations,
express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness, timeliness or usefulness
of any opinions, advice, services or other information contained, or referenced to,
in this document. Grown Strong LLC does not assume any risk for your use of this
information as such materials or content may not contain the most recent
information. This resource is not individually tailored. It is a guide which has
emerged via a combination of personal experience, government guidelines, and
where possible, scientific literature.

The information and other material available from this book come from several
sources including the personal experiences of the staff at Grown Strong LLC,
parties who have given permission for use of their material, and material copied
under statutory licenses. Accordingly, the information and material in this book is
copyright, 2020 © Grown Strong LLC.

Therefore, no part of this book may in any form or by any electronic, mechanical,
photocopying, recording, or any other means be reproduced, stored in a retrieval
system or be broadcast, sold or transmitted without the prior permission of the
publisher, Grown Strong LLC.
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Welcome to the Grown Strong 12 week running
program!

With everything going on in the world right now, you
might be spending majority of the time at home. In
fact you might not even be able to go to the gym
either because it's closed or because it's unsafe.
However that should not stop you from getting in your
fitness. We are dedicated towards helping you
maintain your active and healthy lifestyle even with all
the restrictions.

Our mission at Grown Strong is to help you become
the strong and confident woman you always knew you
could be so you can be that inspiration for someone
else. And just because everyone is going through
some crazy times right now that doesn't stop us from
believing in our mission and neither should you!

Success starts from within—it’s crafted by discipline
and earned through hard work and dedication to your
goals. No matter what! That's why we've created this
12 week running program. It's a perfect chance to no
longer neglect the running that most of us always
skip.

THE GROWN STRONG
12 WEEK RUNNING PROGRAM

12 WEEKS RUNNING GUIDE
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Grown Strong is all about tapping into your inner athlete. The skills you’ll master
throughout this program will help you to not only reach your health and fitness goals, but
also be used as a stepping stone to develop the habits needed to achieve success in all
areas of life. We believe that everyone possesses the strength to persevere through
hardships that stand in the way of reaching your goals, no matter the circumstance—but
one thing we’ve learned throughout our own journey is that you can’t do it alone. 

Surrounding yourself with people who can guide you toward success is the key to
unlocking the greatness that lives within you—and just how professional athletes have a
team of professionals helping them reach their goals, we are fully dedicated to providing
you with the most elite coaches to support you along your fitness journey. Our coaches
are experts in their respective fields and have a proven track record of success in fitness
and nutrition. So, with that said, are you ready to meet your coaches?

MEET YOUR COACH:

12 WEEKS RUNNING GUIDE

lauren fisher

Lauren Fisher established herself as
one of the country’s most promising up-
and-coming elite athletes. Her life as an
athlete began at 18 when Lauren place
12th at the CrossFit NorCal Regionals.
At age 20, she represented Team USA
at the Junior World Championships in
Weightlifting. And in 2014, she finished
9th overall at the CrossFit Games as
the youngest athlete in the competition.
Lauren’s secret to success is simple:
stay dedicated and work a little harder
than everyone else - success will
follow.
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A proper warmup is always crucial in
order to have a good workout. Running is
no different. However you should put
extra attention towards your lower body
such as hips knees and ankles. If you
need some inspiration then watch the
video below as Lauren will take you
through her usual running warmup. 

Below you'll find 3 running workouts a week for a total of 36 workouts/12 weeks. Each
week has 1 short interval, 1 long interval and 1 workout for the weekend that's typically
longer consistent paced runs. Ideally you'll complete all 3 workouts within a week, but if
that is not possible, then no worries at all. However it's important that you continue in the
fashion that the workouts are given and if it's going to end up taking more than 12 weeks
to complete the program then that's fine. Listen to your body, have fun and enjoy the run!

12 WEEKS RUNNING GUIDE

WARMUP

GUIDELINES

CLICK HERE TO PLAY VIDEO

https://youtu.be/DuGAt3T0P5Y
https://youtu.be/DuGAt3T0P5Y
https://youtu.be/DuGAt3T0P5Y
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improve your 5K
in just 12 weeks



WEEK 1
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Rest 3 Minutes

Complete 6 Sets 
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3 Minute Run
Rest 3 Minutes

Complete 4 Sets 

1 Mile Time Trial
Complete 1 Set 
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LS 600 Meter Run
Rest 3 Minutes

500 Meter Run
Rest 2 Minutes

400 Meter Run
Rest 1 Minute

Complete 3 Sets 
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1000 Meter Run
Rest Remaining Time Of
The 10 Minutes

Every 10 Minutes For 30
Minutes (3 Sets)

10 Minute Run
Rest 3-5 Minutes

10 Minute Run

Complete 1 Set

WEEK 2

(First run on the program, take it easy and just
have fun.)

(Lower the pace a little bit compared to your
short intervals earlier this week.)

(Record your time. The goal here is to establish
a starting point for your training. Try to run the
entire mile without stopping. If you are not able

to, not a big deal. Record the time it takes you to
complete the mile and we will re-test it during

this 12 week training program.)

(Goal here is to get as far as you can during the
10 minutes of running, knowing you have some
built in rest in this workout before repeating.)

(If it takes you 5 minutes to run, then you can
rest until the 10 minute mark then repeat.)

(Try to maintain or increase pace as distance
becomes shorter.)



WEEK 3
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Rest 2:30 Minutes

Complete 5 Sets
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60 Seconds Hill/Stair Sprint
Rest 3 Minutes

Complete 5 Sets

1.5 Mile Run For Time
Complete 1 Set 
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Rest 3 Minutes

Complete 8 Sets 
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3 Minute Run

Rest 2:30 Minutes

Complete 4 Sets

15 Minute Run
Rest 2 Minutes

10 Minute Run

Complete 1 Set

WEEK 4

(See how far you can get in 90 seconds, it's okay
if your distance becomes shorter as you fatique.)

(Find a hill, stair or even use the incline on your
treadmill for this. Try not to stop during the 60
seconds sprint, as you have a full 3 minutes to

recover everytime.)

(Record your distance. Refer back to Week 1 for
your pace - we're adding a little bit of distance

here. If you were able to complete the mile
without stopping - see if you can do the same

thing here. If you need to take some breaks, just
keep them super short.)

(Goal here is to get out and run. Don't worry
about your pace and just focus on completing

the 15 minutes without stopping, resting 2 
 minutes and then doing another 10 minute run.)

(Similar workout to week 1, but with a little less
rest. Goal is to see if you can maintain the same

distances from week 1.)

(Look back at your times from Week 1 when we
did a similar workout to this.)



WEEK 5
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LS 400 Meter Run

Rest 3 Minutes
500 Meter Run

Rest 2 Minutes
600 Meter Run

Rest 1 Minute

Complete 3 Sets
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Run 1000 Meter
Rest Remaining Time Of
The 9 Minutes

Every 9 Minutes For 27
Minutes (3 Sets)

20 Minute Run
Complete 1 Set 
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Rest 2 Minutes

Complete 5 Sets
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100 Meter Hill/Stair Sprint

Rest The Amount Of
Time It Takes You To Get
Back Down

Complete 6 Sets

10 Minute Run
Rest 2 Minutes

10 Minute Run
Rest 1 Minute

10 Minute Run

Complete 1 Set

WEEK 6

(Similar workout to week 2 - but the rest times
varied. Compare your times.)

(Compare your times to week 2. If it takes you
longer than 6 minutes to run the 1000 Meter
distance - repeat the workout from week 1.

If it takes you less than 6 minutes to run, then
you can rest until the 9 minute mark then

repeat.)

(Cover as much distance as possible. The goal
is to run the entire 20 minutes if you can. If you
have to take breaks - make sure they don't last
more than 30 seconds then you begin running

again. Keep a running clock and record how far
you were able to get in the 20 minutes.)

(Goal is to work on your pacing - see if you can
run the same distance for all 3 intervals. With a

little built in rest that will diminish as the
workout progresses. Record total distance

covered.)

(If you are doing this on a treadmill - easy jog for
2-3 minutes in between sprints)

(Look back at your times from week 1 & 2 when
we did similar workouts to this one.)



WEEK 7
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Rest 2 Minutes

Complete 6 Sets
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3 Minute Run
Rest 2 Minutes

Complete 4 Sets

20 Minute Run
Rest 3 Minutes

10 Minute Run

Complete 1 Set 
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LS 600 Meter Run
Rest 2 Minutes

500 Meter Run
Rest 2 Minutes

400 Meter Run

Complete 3 Sets
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1000 Meter Run
Rest Remaining Time Of
The 10 Minutes

Every 10 Minutes For 40
Minutes (4 Sets)

2 Mile Run For Time
Complete 1 Set

WEEK 8

(Look back at your times from week 1 and week
4 when we did a similar workout to this, but now

you have 1 less minute of rest)

(Similar workout to week 1 and 4 - with only 2
minutes of rest between intervals. Goal once

again is to maintain the same distance covered
when you did this workout.)

(We've been adding mileage over the past few
weeks - getting you ready for your first 5k. Can
you run 20 minutes without stopping? Focus on
staying relaxed during your run and having some

fun!)

(Record your distance. Refer to your times from
week 1 and week 3 - we've slowly increased the
distance over the past few weeks. Can you run

the 2 miles without stopping?)

(Look back at your times from week 5 - we've
added an extra set and a little bit more rest. See

if you can push your paces for each one.)

(We've seen 2 different variations of this
workout already - now the rest is the same

throughout which means you should  push the
pace!)



WEEK 9
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Rest 90 Seconds

Complete 5 Sets
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150 Meter Hill/Stair Sprint
Rest The Amount Of
Time It Takes You To Get
Back Down

Complete 5 Sets

15 Minute Run
Rest 2 Minutes

10 Minute Run
Rest 1 Minute

5 Minute Run

Complete 1 Set 
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LS 50 Sec. On / 10 Sec. Off
40 Sec. On / 20 Sec. Off
30 Sec. On / 30 Sec. Off
20 Sec. On / 40 Sec. Off
10 Sec. On / 50 Sec. Off

Complete 5 Sets
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3 Minute Run

3 Minute Jog

Complete 5 Sets

2.5 Mile Run For Time
Complete 1 Set

WEEK 10

(We did a similar workout back in week 3 & 6.
This time with even less rest. Try to see if you

can cover the same distance you did back then.)

(Goal here is to get out and run. Don't worry
about your pace and just focus on completing
the runs without stopping or as few breaks as

possible.)

(Record your time. Refer to your times from
week 1, 3 and 5 - we've slowly increased the

distance over the past few weeks. Can you now
run the 2.5 miles without stopping?)

(We're introducing some active rest in this
workout. In week 1, 4 & 7 we've done versions of
this workout. Refer back to those workouts for

distance covered to see how you compare. 
There should be a difference in your running

pace vs the slow jog. The slow jog can be
something as simple as a shuffle of the feet

but keeps you moving.)

(Every minute for 25 minutes you'll be starting a
new run. However each minute is different to the

minute before. Try to record the total distance
covered for this workout.)

(If you are doing this on a treadmill - easy jog for
2-3 minutes in between sprints)



WEEK 11
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Rest 2 Minutes

Complete 8 Sets
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1000 Meter Run
Rest Remaining Time Of
The 9 Minutes

Every 9 Minutes For 36
Minutes (4 Sets)

30 Minute Easy Run
Complete 1 Set 
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5 Minute Run

1 Minute Rest

Complete 6 Sets

5K Run / 3.1 Miles For Time
Complete

WEEK 12

(Look back at your times from week 7 when we
did a similar workout to this. Now we have 2

more intervals - can you maintain your pace?)

(Don't worry about your pace - you will get to test
your 5K next week! Save yourself to give that

workout your full effort!)

(Record your time. Head to the track or
somewhere else and put in full effort to make
this your best run within these past 12 weeks.
Make sure you're proper rested and hydrated
and make sure you warm up thoroughly. Let's

GO!)

(This is an opportunity to play with your goal
race/time trail pace. Just play around with
different paces and get ready for you 5k.)

(Similar to the easy run from last week, but even
shorter. This is the week of your time trail. All

your training is done at this point, so take it easy.
The goal is to have you rested and ready to run

hard!)

(Compare your times to week 5. If it takes you
longer than 6 minutes to run the 1000 Meter
distance - repeat the workout from week 8 -

Every 10 Minutes For 40 Minutes (4 sets), 1000
Meter Run.)
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GET STARTED

Daily fitness programming that scales to meet your needs (3 different programs)
Nutrition guidance and access to our in-house Nutritionist
Access to our private Facebook community
Exercise library and tutorial videos
VIP discounts & giveaways

You did it! You've completed all 36 running sessions and hopefully improved not only your
5k time, but your fitness in general. If you want more running simply just start over these
12 weeks from the beginning, but increase all the paces throughout. 

We believe that developing healthy habits, whether it's eating right or exercising regularly,
should work FOR YOU and your lifestyle. That's why we created Grown Strong Fitness--a
daily fitness program that offers flexible workouts that scale to meet YOUR schedule,
equipment needs, and goals. We're committed to help you reach your goals and provide
you with everything you need to be successful. 

As a Grown Strong Fitness member, you'll receive:

By taking the step to download this guide you've already proven that you're ready and
capable of making fitness a part of your life! Join thousands of women, just like you, who
are already crushing their goals in and out of the gym with Grown Strong Fitness! 

We hope you enjoyed this program! If you did we would encourage you to go check out our
Grown Strong fitness program as we're sure you would love that as well!

CONGRATS!

https://fitness.grownstrong.com/community
https://grownstrong.com/pages/fitness
https://fit.grownstrong.com/


GROWNSTRONG.COM




